Gustatory neural coding in the monkey cortex: stimulus intensity.
1. We analyzed the activity of single neurons in gustatory cortex of alert cynomolgus monkeys in response to a range of stimulus intensities. Chemicals were deionized water, fruit juice, and several concentrations of the four prototypical taste stimuli: 10(-3)-1.0 M glucose, 10(-3)-1.0 M NaCl, 10(-4)-3 x 10(-2) M HCl, and 10(-5)-3 x 10(-3) M quinine HCl. 2. Taste-evoked responses could be recorded from a cortical gustatory area that measured 2.5 mm in its anteroposterior extent, 6.0 mm dorsoventrally, and 3.0 mm mediolaterally. Taste-responsive cells constituted 62 (3.7%) of the 1,661 neurons tested. Nongustatory cells gave responses associated with mouth movement (10.1%), somatosensory stimulation (2.2%), and approach or anticipation (0.9%). 3. Intensity-response functions were determined across 62 gustatory neurons. Neural thresholds for each stimulus quality conformed well to human psychophysical thresholds. Mean discharge rate was a direct function of stimulus concentration for glucose, NaCl, and quinine HCl. The most effective of the basic stimuli was glucose. 4. Power function exponents were calculated from the responses of neural subgroups most responsive to each basic stimulus. Those for glucose, NaCl, and quinine were within the range of psychophysically derived values. Thus the perceived intensity of each basic quality is presumably based on the activity of the appropriate neural subgroup rather than on the mean activity of all taste cells. 5. The mean breadth-of-tuning (entropy) coefficient for 62 gustatory neurons was 0.65 (range, 0.00-0.98). 6. There was no clear evidence of chemotopic organization in the gustatory cortex. 7. An analysis of taste quality indicated that sweet stimuli evoked patterns of activity that were clearly distinct from those of the nonsweet chemicals. Among the latter group, NaCl was differentiable from HCl and quinine HCl, whose patterns were closely related. 8. The response characteristics of cortical taste cells imply gustatory thresholds and intensity-response functions for the nonhuman primate that conform well to those reported in psychophysical studies of humans, reinforcing the value of this neural model for human taste intensity perception.